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Overview: 

•	 This report provides an update on the Heritage Theatre Block and requests approval 
to begin Procurement to assess interest and capacity of respondents to participate 
in the Heritage Theatre Block opportunity. 

•	 In June 2010, Council approved a report recommending an adaptive reuse approach 
for the Heritage Theatre Block. In April 2012, Council considered a proposed 
business plan for the adaptive reuse of the Block. Council directed staff to solicit 

public and key stakeholder input on the adaptive reuse of the Heritage Theatre 
Block. Council also directed staff to report back on the results of the consultation 

and on the scope and terms of an Expression of Interest or other mechanism 
designed to attract potential partners in the project from the private, institutional and 
community-based groups. 

•	 To assist with the Heritage Theatre Block project, the City has engaged Artscape, a 
not-for-profit organization that is Canada's leading practitioner in multi-tenant space 
for the creative and cultural sector. Artscape's role includes assisting the City with 
the development, release and review of a Request for an Expression of Interest 
(RFEI) for the Block. 

•	 The RFEI envisions the Block as a mixed-use development incorporating a 
community cultural hub, which may be realized through reuse, infill or 
redevelopment. The RFEI seeks a broad range of Respondents, whose potential 
roles may include but would not be limited to: program providers, tenants, facility 
operators, and development partners. 
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•	 Throughout Council-directed stakeholder and public consultations on the adaptive 

reuse of the Heritage Theatre Block, there was strong support for the retention of 
historic components of the Heritage Theatre and HACE supportive uses in the Block. 
However, overall feedback included a varied range of interests in the Block 
possibilities, warranting a broader scope for the RFEI than solely adaptive reuse. 

•	 The RFEI will be released for a period of several weeks. During this time, Respondents 
will be invited to attend non-compulsory information sessions on the Block 
opportunity. Upon receipt and evaluation of responses staff will report back to Council 
with the outcomes of the RFEI Procurement Process. 

•	 Staff shall report back to Council the outcomes of the RFEI Procurement Process. 

Recommendations: 

1.	 THAT the report from Brian Rutherford, Director of Community Development and 
Service Planning, Community Services Department and Alex Taranu, Manager 
Urban Design and Public Buildings, Planning Design and Development dated 
December 3, 2012, re: Request to Begin Procurement - Purchasing By-law 
Section 4.0 Heritage Theatre Block: Project Update be received; 

2. THAT the Purchasing Agent be authorized to begin the procurement for a 
Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) to assess interest and capacity of 
respondents to participate in the Heritage Theatre Block opportunity; and 

3.	 THAT staff report back to Council on the results of the RFEI Procurement. 

Background 

In 2010, Council approved an adaptive reuse concept for the Heritage Theatre Block. 
At that time, staff was directed to develop an adaptive reuse business case for the Block 
and report back to Council. 

In early 2012, staff reported back with an adaptive reuse business plan for the Block, 
which proposed a mixed use multi-tenant concept, driven by cultural producers of varied 
anchoring and balancing capacities. The business plan also emphasized the need for 
the City to search for potential partners in the reuse of this asset. 

Staff was subsequently directed to obtain stakeholder and public input on the business 
plan, which was to include consultation with the HACE (Heritage Arts Culture and 
Entertainment) Creative Economy Roundtable (whose action plan sites support for the 
redevelopment of the Block to include space for arts-related businesses, work units and 
cultural industries). 
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Staff was also directed to develop the scope and terms of an RFEI (or other partner 
finding mechanism) as a means to solicit interest in the adaptive reuse of the Heritage 
Theatre Block and report back to Council with these parameters. 

Current Situation 

1. Stakeholder and Public Consultation 

An inclusive consultation process engaging more than 150 stakeholders and members 
of the community was conducted by staff in May and June 2012 to obtain input on the 
Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse Proposal. 

Community members and stakeholders were invited to express their points of view and 
ideas through consultation sessions or the dedicated project webpage. In addition, staff 
sought the input of the HACE Roundtable and input of the City's key partners, including 
the Brampton Arts Council (BAC), the Brampton Library, Peel Art Gallery Museum and 
Archives (PAMA) and the Brampton Downtown Development Corporation (BDDC). 

At each session, City staff informed participants on the progress the City has made on 
realizing a plan for the Heritage Theatre Block and presented a range of possibilities for 
its adaptive reuse. Participants were organized into small working groups to assess the 
possibilities and discuss their opinions. Guiding questions for the discussions included: 

• As you listen to the presentation on "adaptive reuse" what stands out for you? 
• What adaptive reuse ideas do you like? 
• What adaptive reuse ideas do you not like? 
• What additional ideas do you have that were not presented? 

Groups were subsequently asked to focus their discussions and present their shared 
"top recommendations" on the business plan. These were recorded by City staff for 
analysis and are presented in Appendix 1: Consultation Outcomes: Heritage 
Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse Proposal. Specific outcomes from these focus groups 
are also summarized in this report, with further details included in the appendices. 

A number of main themes emerged throughout the consultation process, which can be 
organized in two general categories: preferred adaptive reuse options and preferred 
adaptive reuse parameters. Preferred options include HACE supportive uses (arts and 
culture, education, creative industries) in partnership with the City of Brampton. 
Preferred parameters revolved around a strong emphasis on inclusive social 
engagement, connection to the HACE plan, and retention of the Heritage Theatre - or 
at minimum, its historic features. 

In addition, there were a number of voices expressing the need to explore multiuse 
options for the Block that go beyond adaptive reuse. This input suggests that the scope 
of the project should not be constrained by solely an adaptive reuse approach and that 
other potential approaches be considered. 
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1.2 Consultation with Beaux Arts Brampton 

Beaux Arts Brampton is an existing arts and culture tenant in the Block, occupying 74 
Main Street North. Beaux Arts is recognized as an important cultural resource in the 
downtown and the HACE strategy supports the development of a business plan for the 
expansion of Beaux Arts in downtown. 

Beyond the stakeholder and public consultation sessions, staff met with members of the 
Beaux Arts executive to consult further on the possibilities for the Block. A key point 
raised by Beaux Arts is the longstanding desire to secure a long term lease that would 
allow them to pursue grant funding and investment options for their organization. Beaux 
Arts also indicated the potential to expand operations into additional space in the Block. 

1.3 Outreach to Sheridan College 

In response to public consultation outcomes and HACE Roundtable discussion 
indicating a desire for the City to outreach to an arts education institution, staff met with 
the Sheridan College executive on October 18, 2012, sharing with them the City's 
progress on the reuse/redevelopment planning process for the Heritage Theatre Block. 

The outcomes of this meeting were positive: the outreach and project update was well 
received and Sheridan's good relations with the City were reaffirmed. 

2. Involvement of Artscape 

In April of 2012, Council approved recommendation HA004-2012: that staff explore 
opportunities to engage Tim Jones, CEO and President of Artscape, with the purpose of 
seeking his input on matters relating to the creative economy and downtown 
redevelopment projects related to the HACE initiative. 

Pursuant to this recommendation, staff has engaged Artscape in a mentorship and 
coaching capacity specifically on the Heritage Theatre Block project. Artscape proposed 
a work program to be carried out by City staff under their guidance. The work program 
spans four stages within a condensed timeframe, as follows: 

1.	 The development of a clear, concise project vision 
2.	 The development and release of Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) 

document 

3.	 The review and analysis of RFEI results, including the selection of suitable 
submission(s) 

4.	 Review of RFEI outcomes and subsequent development of a business model 

As Canada's leading practitioner in multi-tenant space development for the arts and 
culture sector, Artscape is a well-positioned mentor and subject matter resource to the 
City on the development, release and evaluation of an RFEI for the Heritage Theatre 
Block. 
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2.1 Method of Procurement 

Given the project background and outcomes of stakeholder and public consultations, 
Artscape has advised the City to proceed with a broad and exploratory RFEI 
Procurement. 

As stated in section 11.15 of the Purchasing By-Law: 

11.15.2 

The RFEI Procurement Process provides Vendors with a general or preliminary 
description of a problem or need and requests Vendors to provide information or advice 
on how better to define and problem or need, or alternative solutions; 

11.15.3 

The RFEI Procurement Process is used to gain a better understanding of the capacity 
of the Vendor community to provide the services or solutions needed; 

11.15.4 

A response to RFI or RFEI must not be used to pre-qualify a potential Vendor and must 
not influence the chances of the participating Vendors from becoming the successful 
Bidder in any subsequent opportunity. 

2.2 Scope and Terms 

The RFEI envisions the Heritage Theatre Block as a mixed-use development 
incorporating a community cultural hub which may be realized through reuse, infill or 
redevelopment. Driven primarily by arts, culture and the creative industries, this vision 
presents the opportunity to physically and symbolically contribute to the aspirations of 
the HACE strategy and downtown revitalization. 

While this vision is the preferred one to be considered when expressing interest in the 
RFEI, the document will be open to alternative proposals for consideration. The RFEI 
Procurement Process is also a formal way for existing tenants in the Block to express 
interest in participating in the vision for the Block as a mixed-use development 
incorporating a community cultural hub. 

The RFEI seeks a broad range of Respondents from large organizations to small 
cultural groups, whose potential roles may include but would not be limited to: program 
providers, tenants, facility operators, and development partners. 

In addition to maintaining a mixed-use of the Block involving a variety of roles and 
functions, the RFEI will contain parameters regarding: retention of the Heritage Theatre 
(at minimum its historic features); urban planning considerations; contribution to HACE 
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goals and street/site activation; and public benefit from either a complementary cultural 
or market need perspective. 

To help attract and "leverage" resources required to achieve the desired public benefit 
of a community cultural hub, the City will consider offering the property on a long term 
lease at market and below market rent. The City will also consider indications of interest 
in purchasing the property from respondents. 

Staff are completing due diligence studies on the Heritage Theatre, including a physical 
condition assessment and comprehensive structural and roof review. This information 
will be available with the RFEI document. 

Submissions will be reviewed and assessed with respect to criteria that include the 
respondent's vision/intent for the site and the respondent's capacity and experience to 
deliver on the interest expressed in the site. 

A cross-departmental team of City staff from Economic Development, Planning Design 
and Development, Buildings and Property Management, and Community Services will 
participate on the review committee. Artscape will serve as a resource to staff 
throughout this process. 

3.	 Next Steps 

With Council approval, the next steps will be carried out as follows: 

•	 The Purchasing Agent will commence the Procurement. 

•	 Upon receipt and evaluation of responses staff will report back to Council with 
the outcomes of the RFEI Procurement Process. 

Tentative RFEI Procurement Schedule 

RFEI Issue Date January 21, 2013 

RFEI Submission Deadline February 28, 2013 

Report to Council with RFEI Outcomes April 2013 

Corporate Implications 

Purchasing Comments 

The method of procurement shall be a Request for an Expression of Interest, in 
accordance with the Purchasing By-law. 
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Conclusion 

This report summarizes: 

•	 the outcomes of Council-directed stakeholder and public consultation outcomes 

•	 the involvement of Artscape as an advisor and coach to the City on the Heritage 
Theatre Block as part of the HACE initiative 

•	 the proposed procurement method and scope for the next phase of the project 
planning 

To ensure that the project continues to move forward in a timely manner, it is 
recommended that Council authorize the Purchasing Agent to commence procurement, 
as described in this report. 

Jamie'Lowery 
7 

Commissioner, Community Services 

Dennis Cutajar	 Dan Kraszewski 

Commissioner, Economic Development	 Acting Commissioner, Planning Design 
and Development 

Appendix 1:	 Consultation Outcomes, Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse 
Proposal 

Report Authored by: Victoria Mountain, Project Coordinator 
Community Services Department 

Original Signed By

Original Signed By

Original Signed By Original Signed By
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Executive Summary 

An inclusive consultation process engaging more than 150 stakeholders and members of the community 
was conducted in May and June 2012 to obtain input on the Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse 
Business Plan. 

Community members and stakeholders were invited to express their points of view and ideas through 
consultation sessions or the dedicated project webpage. In addition, staff sought the input of the HACE 
Roundtable and input of the City's key partners, including the Brampton Arts Council (BAC), the Brampton 
Library, Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archives (PAMA) and the Brampton Downtown Development 
Corporation (BDDC). 

The key organizing questions employed in all sessions were: 

•	 As you listen to the presentation on "adaptive reuse" what stands out for you? 
•	 What adaptive reuse ideas do you like? 

•	 What adaptive reuse ideas do you not like? 

•	 What additional ideas do you have that were not presented? 

A number of overarching themes emerged through the consultation process. These themes fell into two 
main categories: preferred adaptive reuse options and preferred adaptive reuse parameters. 

Preferred Adaptive Reuse Options 

These included education and arts-cultural uses, in partnership with the City of Brampton. 

Preferred Reuse Parameters 

Parameters for the adaptive reuse of the Block included the following: 

•	 Preservation of the Heritage Theatre 
•	 Retention of the Block under public ownership 

•	 Maintenance of the Block's current footprint (to avoid delays, seeking TRCA redevelopment 
approvals) 

•	 Encouragement of strong social / community engagement 
•	 Connection to the City's Creative Economy HACE (Heritage, Arts, Culture, Entertainment) Plan 

In terms of the adaptive reuse treatment of the Block's historical features, it was clear that the community 
valued the: 

•	 Development of a holistic, comprehensive and inclusive plan for adaptive reuse 
•	 Preservation of the Heritage Theatre's tin ceiling and historic restoration of the facade; 

Participants asked that the City ensure that site development emphasize opportunities for social 
engagement through open-space, walking, places for artists to display their work and encourages 
performing, visual, and media artists to come together; reach out to an educational institution to create an 
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arts and culture based faculty within the site; and, ensure a connection with the Creative Economy HACE 

(Heritage, Arts, Culture and Entertainment) 5-Year Plan. 
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Purpose of the Consultations
 
In April of 2012, Council directed City staff to solicit public input on the Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive 
Reuse Concept and Business Plan. Towards fulfilling this direction, staff developed a consultation plan 

which took place throughout May and June 2012, and included opportunities for both public and key 
stakeholder engagement. A communications plan was also developed to precede consultation, and 

maximize public awareness and engagement in the process. 

The purpose of the consultation process was: 

1.	 to inform stakeholders on the progress the City has made on realizing a plan for the 
Heritage Theatre Block's adaptive reuse; 

2.	 to present stakeholders with a range of possibilities for the Block's adaptive reuse and solicit 
feedback on these possibilities; 

3.	 to solicit additional ideas and recommendations from stakeholders; and 

4.	 to provide stakeholders with information on the City's next steps in determining potential 
options for the Block. 

This report provides background information related to the context of the Heritage Theatre Block, an 

overview of the consultation approach used to capture public perspectives and the input on the Adaptive 

Reuse Concept and Business Plan. 

Proposal Context 
Prior to and since the closing of the Heritage Theatre in 2006, the Heritage Theatre Block has been the 
subject of much study and discussion, both internally at the Corporation of the City of Brampton and 
publicly. 

Purpose of the Consultations • 4 
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Location 

The four properties that make up the Heritage Theatre Block (72-82 Main Street North) are located in 
downtown Brampton, just north of the historic Four Corners intersection (Main and Queen Streets). The 
site contains a two-storey theatre building with a 550-seat capacity and three two-storey commercial 
properties. The four buildings are immediately adjacent to one another forming a continuous street wall. 
The buildings, however, do not share walls. 

History 
The theatre proper was built in 1922 and opened on February 28, 1923 as the Capitol Theatre. The 

Capitol was used for the presentation of vaudeville acts and silent films. The opening of a commercial 
theatre in the heart of downtown Brampton was a major event that marked Brampton's growth as a 
residential community. In the 1920's, a theatre of this size was considered to be large and was not 
typically found outside the major cities. The vaudeville and silent film era came to an end in Brampton 

when the Odeon Corporation purchased the theatre in 1946. The original orchestra pit was removed and 

new technical upgrades were made for the projection of "talking films". 

The theatre was purchased by the City of Brampton in 1981 from the Odeon Corporation. It opened as the 
Heritage Theatre in 1988 and was used as a municipal theatre for professional presenting and community 

cultural rentals. The theatre has been unoccupied and under review since 2005. 

The property is located on a former flood plain. The Etobicoke Creek originally ran nearby under Main 
Street and opened onto Hanna Street (now Theatre Lane). The Capitol Theatre 
(82 Main Street North) and Robson Block (72-74 Main Street North) survived several floods, including the 

historic flood of 1948. 

The Heritage Theatre itself has been under-used for the past number of years, in anticipation of a longer-
term use strategy by the City for the entire block of buildings. The Brampton Arts Council (BAC) is a tenant 

in one of the buildings at present, which houses the Beaux Arts group. The Brampton Downtown 
Development Corporation (BDDC) is also a tenant in one of the buildings. 

Currently, the City is developing a plan for the potential future uses of the Heritage Theatre Block. The City 
hired ERA Architects Inc. to develop the Adaptive Reuse Concept and Business Plan, and the firm has 

submitted a report outlining suitable options for reuse. 

Adaptive Reuse of the Block 
Possibilities for adaptive reuse vary, from a potential educational institution (using the entire block), to a 
multiple-tenant situation, with an "anchor tenant", either public (e.g. a city-run performance venue) or 
private (e.g. a high-profile retail store / commercial enterprise). While these concepts are worthy of 

consideration, other options may well be available to the community. The City has engaged consultants 
and staff to develop a variety of reports and recommendations for adaptive reuse of this site and these 
were presented at each of the stakeholder consultations to generate discussion and feedback. 

Purpose of the Consultations • 5 
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Relation to Brampton Downtown Revitalization 
The Heritage Theatre Block is one of several ongoing projects that are contributing to the transformation of 
Brampton's downtown into a vibrant, pedestrian friendly, cultural hub. Among these are the HACE Creative 
Economy Plan; the Peel Art Gallery, Museum and Archive; the South-West Quadrant Redevelopment; 
Alderlea Adaptive Reuse Project; the Public Art Program; and the Hurontario/Main Street LRT Project. 

The adaptive reuse of the Heritage Theatre Block presents a valuable opportunity to combine Brampton's 
Downtown Urban Design Vision with the Creative Economy (HACE) objectives. The goal of Downtown 
Revitalization is that the Four Corners area will continue to be the "physical centre of Brampton, location of 
main civic and cultural facilities, will preserve and enhance the existing heritage in compatible, pedestrian-
scale development with strong urban character". 

Approach to Stakeholder and Public Consultation 
A multi-faceted consultation approach was key to obtaining a broad spectrum of input on the Adaptive 
Reuse Concept and Business Plan. This approach was comprised of three main strategies: 

• Focus Groups Sessions with key stakeholders 

• Public Open House 

• Opportunity to comment via the project website 

Stakeholder Focus Groups 
Stakeholder focus groups were held to solicit input on the Business Plan. Stakeholders consulted included 
the HACE Roundtable; local arts, culture and heritage stakeholders; the Brampton Downtown Development 
Corporation's Development Board; and other small business stakeholders. Additionally, individual 
consultations were also held with the Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archives; the Brampton Library, the 
Brampton Arts Council, and Beaux Arts Brampton. 

At each focus group, City staff informed participants on the progress the City has made on realizing a plan 
for the Heritage Theatre Block and presented a range of possibilities for its adaptive reuse. Participants 
were organized into small working groups to assess the possibilities presented and debate their varied 

opinions. Guiding questions for the discussions included: 

• As you listen to the presentation on "adaptive reuse", what stands out for you? 
• What adaptive reuse ideas do you like? 
• What adaptive reuse ideas do you not like? 
• What additional ideas do you have that were not presented? 

These small groups were subsequently asked to focus their discussions and present their shared "top 

recommendations" on the Business Plan. These top recommendations were recorded by City staff for 
analysis and are presented in this report. Specific outcomes from these focus groups are detailed in the 
appendices and summary of its analysis is included in this report. 

Approach to Stakeholder and Public Consultation • 6 
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Public Open House 
A wide-reaching communications plan for the Public Open House was developed and executed by City 
staff. The plan employed a number of tactics to communicate with stakeholders and with the general 
public about upcoming opportunities to provide input on the Adaptive Reuse Concept and Business Plan. 
These tactics included: 

•	 Development of a Heritage Theatre Block public facing webpage. The public could access Council 
reports on the Block, review additional relevant project materials, submit feedback on the Adaptive 
Reuse Concept and Business Plan online to City staff 

•	 Information booth at Downtown Brampton Farmer's Market 
•	 Window decals in Heritage Theatre, advertising Public Open House and project webpage 
•	 Letter to residents regarding Public Open House - hand delivered to 500 area residents 
•	 Key messaging to Call Centre (311) 
•	 Advertisements of Public Open House in: Brampton Guardian, Hindi Abroad, Punjabi Post 
•	 Spots on Rogers TV Brampton Bulletin 
•	 Public Open House posters - 100 copies distributed throughout City facilities and Brampton libraries 
•	 E-Blasts to stakeholders, key partners and their distribution lists 
•	 Features on Brampton.ca homepage and City of Brampton internal portal 
•	 Public Open House event key messaging on LED signs throughout city 
•	 Briefings with members of Council and Senior Management Team 

Public Open House Event 

The approach and format of the Public Open House was consistent with that of the stakeholder focus 
groups. The event was open to all members of the public and was well attended. Of the approximately 
sixty members of the public who participated in the Open House, sixty percent of them were residents of 
Brampton's downtown. 

As with the stakeholder focus groups, these top recommendations made by participants at the Public open 
House were recorded by City staff for analysis and are presented in this report. Specific outcomes from 
these focus groups are detailed in the appendices and summary of its analysis is included in this report. 

Submit Comments via the Project Website 
Both public and stakeholders had the opportunity to submit individual comments and recommendations via 
the City of Brampton, Heritage Theatre Block Site website. Several comments were received and are 
reflected in this report. 

Consideration of Stakeholder and Public Feedback 
Stakeholder and public engaged in the process were eager to voice their opinions on the future of the 
Heritage Theatre Block and did so with great passion. 

It is evident that the Block holds a great deal of importance in the community and the theatre itself is seen 

as a landmark and symbol in Brampton's downtown. 

Consideration of Stakeholder and Public Feedback • 7 
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Public ownership of the Block is still highly valued, and there is little public appetite to see the Block used 
for something other than a cultural purpose. Predominantly, educational and community arts uses have 

emerged as key areas of focus for the City's adaptive reuse considerations. 

Top recommendations from stakeholders and the public on the Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse 

Concept and Business Plan can be organized into two key categories for consideration: Adaptive Reuse 

Parameters and Preferred Adaptive Reuses. 

Adaptive Reuse Parameters 
1.	 Preservation of Heritage Theatre / Historic Components. The Heritage Theatre is valued in the 

community as a "historical gem", and there was strong support for the preservation of the tin ceiling 

and a historic restoration of the building fagade. Support for the preservation and restoration of the 

entire theatre was also evident in the feedback received. The Heritage Theatre is seen as a 

reflection of Brampton's cultural past and should be retained as a landmark and positive community 
symbol. This was a consistent theme and message throughout the consultation process. The desire 

was expressed to have the facility re-established in some format to provide a venue for cinema and 
multi-cultural film festivals. 

2.	 Retain Public Ownership. Feedback indicated that stakeholders and the public may be open to 
seeking public-private partnerships to adaptively reuse the Block. However, there was also concern 
that the City should retain a strong ownership stake in the Block, to protect its potential for multiple 

arts, culture, and community uses. 

3.	 Maintain Footprint of the Heritage Theatre Block. To avoid further delays in reactivating the 
Heritage Theatre Block in some form, any adaptive reuse plans should maintain the Block's current 
footprint. As the Block is located in a flood plain, redevelopment plans will require approval from 
the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA). The length of this approval process is 
unknown. As the majority of the Block has been underused for some time now, there is a desire to 
hasten the pace of its reactivation. 

4.	 Create a Strong Social Aspect to Redevelopment. The site development needs to emphasize 

social engagement through open-space, walking, places for artist to display their work, reflect the 

multi-cultural aspect of Brampton, and be a place where family would gather. 

5.	 Connected to the HACE 5-Year Plan. The HACE 5-Year Plan is well established, inclusive and 

maps a positive future for the redevelopment of downtown Brampton. The plan for the Heritage 

Theatre Block Site needs to be consistent and connected with the HACE 5-Year Plan. 

Preferred Adaptive Reuses 
I.	 Outreach to Educational Institution. The most consistent message received from all 

consultations was to reach out to an educational institution to create an arts and culture based 

faculty within the Heritage Theatre Block. Sheridan College was frequently mentioned as a potential 
educational partner, but stakeholders and the public were open to other academic institutions. 

Consideration of Stakeholder and Public Feedback • 8 
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Educational programs suggested ranged from animation, cinematography, performing arts, visual 
arts, music, among others. The partnershipcould allow for daytime academic use to evening and 
week-end community based arts and culture program use. 

2.	 Arts & Culture Incubator. Brampton has a pool of diverse, talented and multi-ethnic arts and 
culture artists and performers. This site can be an "incubator" for performing, visual, and media arts 
to come together and enrich their craft. A strong emphasis needs to be placed on bringing the youth 
and established artists together and encourage youth inter-action and development. 

Consideration of Stakeholder and Public Feedback • 9 
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Appendix A - Arts Stakeholders 
Date: May 14, 2012 6:30-9:30pm 
Location: Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

Top Recommendations on the Adaptive Reuse Concept and Approach 

•	 Save the Heritage Theatre - restore the interior and exterior 

•	 Maintain public ownership of the Block 

•	 Reach out to educational institutions like Sheridan College (or OCAD): work to move an arts faculty 
into the Block; Work to partner with Sheridan College - move their world renowned animation 
program into the Block; Attract Sheridan College to be an arts anchor tenant in the Block 

•	 Maintain footprint of Block so City is not restricted by TRCA's flood restrictions 
•	 Restore the theatre's original 1920's fagade; Restore and maintain the facade and ceiling of the 

Heritage Theatre, no matter what the rest of the re-use looks like. 

•	 Use the Block to support and promote the arts 

•	 The Block should have a strong social aspect to it, inclusive and welcoming to all 

•	 Leave Beaux Arts alone - let it exist in the Block 

•	 Knock the Block down (as it stands) - redevelop into 11 story building, with arts uses (Sheridan, 
Beaux Arts, etc) in the bottom 4 floors, remaining 7 floors are to be residential 

•	 Pull down the entire Block and replace it with an 11 story building (re-use only the tin roof ceiling as 
a memory feature in the new building); Start over - it will be too expensive to reuse these buildings. 
Keep only the fagade and ceiling to reuse decoratively; Make the new building a large one -11 
stories, so it can be used for the arts school 

•	 Get it done! 

•	 Dedicate the new building to a HACE partnership with an arts school 

•	 Leave the existing structures, just add onto the back of the Block - studios for more incubators 
•	 Make the Heritage Theatre into something like the Rainforest Cafe - well known draw, to offset and 

support cultural incubators in the rest of Block 

•	 Appeal to the diverse people of Brampton by having arts facilities that accommodate their needs 

As you listen to the presentations on "adaptive re-use", what stands out for you? 

Need to develop brand power 

Importance of community engagement - all arts groups need to work together in this space, it 
cannot be focused on one discipline or another 

Educational/Research Institute - Beaux Arts is already that right now 

Cultural Incubators - many references made, but no mention of visual arts 

Examples of reuse in other cities: Toronto Distillery District not mentioned - surprising 

It would be good to create an arts school downtown 
An arts university in the Block is a great idea - OCAD would be perfect 
An 11 story condo could work, but provide space in bottom levels for art/culture coop uses 
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•	 Why is the second story of the Robson Block "a challenge" for reuse? It has worked fine so far in 
its reuse as visual artist studios 

•	 The idea that the theatre isn't needed in the community as a theatre is not true 
•	 We need people in the downtown to patronize these studios/stores 

•	 There is a desire in the room to preserve the history and former identity of the theatre (as a 

representation of how/what Brampton used to be), but this identity is exclusive to many people. 
Diverse citizens of Brampton (who are not necessarily NEW immigrants) feel excluded by this 
desire to preserve a representation of Brampton's former homogeneity. The sense is that this 

discussion on the future of the Heritage Block is owned by white people, as they (supposedly) have 

the strongest ties to the past of the building: diverse ethnicities do not have a "space" in the 
discussion. 

What adaptive re-use ideas do you like? 

•	 Arts and culture incubators - very important 
•	 Chapters as anchor tenant - with stipulations (space for events to happen inside - bands to 

perform, etc. Should also be open to having a local coffee business partner in place of Starbucks, 
that promotes the arts i.e., Green Cup Roastery) 

•	 Sheridan animation school moving in; Education/research institution would provide great benefit to 
downtown Brampton; OCAD would be a good fit for the Block - educational use for the Block is the 
best use 

•	 Restoration of the original theatre fagade 
•	 Be a combined visual and performing arts centre 

•	 Art facility for affordable community rental - additional space in the Block used as arts store, selling 
dance wear, instruments, arts supplies - monies going towards funding student arts scholarships 

•	 Use as a HACE/arts block 

•	 Public ownership 

•	 Restore entire theatre - tear down two small buildings in between Heritage Theatre and Robson 

Block 

•	 An 11 story condo with cultural uses in the bottom floors is a good idea - we want people to live in 
the downtown 

•	 Make the Heritage Theatre into a bookstore, with a stage in it - combine literary and performing arts 
•	 Heritage Theatre would be well used as a Chapters 

•	 Maintain the current fagade - do not return to the 1920's version. It is unattractive. 
•	 Adapt street front retail to animate Main Street 

•	 It is good the Heritage Theatre is listed as a heritage building, but let's get it designated 

•	 HACE initiative is wonderful 

• Keep Beaux Arts Brampton, fill in the back of the Block with additional artist space, develop a 

rooftop garden and patio 

Educational uses should be priority 
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What adaptive re-use ideas do you not like? 

Retail should not be the prime tenant - ancillary only 

Retail uses would destroy the Block: retailers do not last in downtown Brampton, as things are now 
Tearing down the theatre 

Restoring the fagade - 1920's look is not appealing 
Educational uses - the Block is too small for that 

Kicking out Beaux Arts Brampton to put in a Starbucks 

Emphasis on commercial anchor tenant 

Total commercialization of the Block 

Restoring the Heritage Theatre fagade to original design 
Private partners - suspicious of large corporations 
Tearing down the Block 

An 11 story condo building with parking underneath 

Whatadditional ideas do you have that were not presented? 

•	 Make the whole Block a series of cultural incubators 

•	 401 Richmond-Zeidler 

•	 Make entire Block into a Beaux Arts coop 

•	 Consider other educational institutions as well, not just Sheridan College: University of Toronto, 
Emily Carr, Humber, OCAD, etc.; Arts school - invite an established arts university department to 
move in 

•	 Create a space like the Gladstone or Drake Hotel that combines performance opportunities
 
(performing, visual arts, media arts and film, music, etc)
 

•	 Conversion to a convention hall 

•	 Community theatre 

•	 Art supply store, complementary to Beaux Arts 
•	 Multiuse arts facility with specific mandate to be inclusive to all arts disciplines 

•	 Use Block as home to a film festival, with additional year-round programming 
•	 Arts facility with emphasis on multiculturalism 

•	 Art supply store to complement Beaux Arts 

•	 Food coop and affordable housing for artists (like Queen West in Toronto). Leads to eventual 
gentrification of streetscape, skyrocketing real estate value 

•	 Home to the Brampton Historical Society 

•	 Preserve fagade, but demolish rest of buildings. Make ground floors into arts and culture space and 

build 11 story condo (mix of art-funky and hip new condos - like Distillery District) 

•	 Seek private financial partners 
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Appendix B - Small Business Stakeholders 
Date: May 15, 2012, 1:30-3:30pm 

Location: Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

Top Recommendations on the Adaptive Reuse Concept and Approach 

•	 Redevelop the Block into a multi-layer complex. Commercial tenants will pay full market rate, 
community groups will pay a discounted, affordable rate 

•	 Make the Heritage Theatre into a high-end performance restaurant, which can also be rented for 
community events 

•	 Make a multi-use, commercially viable education/entertainment/commercial centre, which is
 
financially accessible to the community, so use of the centre is consistent.
 

•	 Use Block as a year-round Farmers Market - would support walkability of the downtown, to condo 
owners living in the area; Use the Block as a year-round food market 

•	 Take advantage of GO commuters/young professionals coming home from Toronto (grocery store 
to grab dinner, or nice venue with rooftop patio to socialize and relax) 

•	 Anchor tenant in Block should be experiential and multiuse: college or community groups during the 
day, restaurant cinema at night (this is seen in the US, "restaurant cinema", as only recently has 
Canada procured the zoning capabilities to do this) 

•	 A public/private partnership should be sought out to run this, with parameters surrounding
 
community/college use of the space
 

•	 Remainder of Block should be multiuse incubators - very flexible 

•	 Buildings adjacent to the Heritage Theatre are critical to the success of the re-use or development 
•	 To date, there are very few private sector examples of a significant renewal project of a scale and 

quality that signals or has reignited the rebirth of a downtown. Attempts have been made, but often 
are extinguished due to lack of follow through by landlords or their tenants 

•	 City should redevelop Block and rigorously seek out quality tenants - all done in one plan 
•	 Advise against piecemeal rejuvenation - it requires a momentum that does not currently exist in 

Brampton and is generally difficult to find 

As you listen to the presentations on "adaptive re-use", what stands out for you? 

•	 Multipurpose tenants can support each other 

•	 Appeal of patio culture 

•	 Condo development 

•	 Sheridan College as educational use 
•	 HACE relevance is important 

•	 Potential for a think-u-bator 

•	 Affordable housing for artists - live in business 
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What adaptive re-use ideas do you like? 

Open space for public - patios, community spaces
 
Year-round farmers market
 

Entertainment restaurant - Gladstone, Drake
 

Quality main street retail
 

Unique selling proposition
 
Think-u-bator
 

Upscale entertainment restaurant
 

Multilayer complex - mixed use
 

What adaptive re-use ideas do you not like? 

• Lack of parking associated with current concepts 

• Single uses (i.e. Education centre, or one large commercial retailer) 

• 11 story condo development 
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Appendix C - Creative Economy HACE (Heritage, Arts, Culture Entertainment) Roundtable 
Date: June 12,2012 9:00am-11:00am 

Location: Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archives 

Discussion Points 

•	 Local, reputable post-secondary education institution arts departments must be approached about 
the opportunities in the Heritage Theatre Block; Education institution use of facility space provides a 
steady and strong stream of rental income and greatly assists in animating a facility and 
streetscape space; Potential educational institution partners will likely ask the City what additional 
buildings/spaces in the downtown they could occupy in addition to the Heritage Theatre Block, to 
meet their spatial requirements. 

•	 The HACE 5 year plan includes an objective to attract an arts school into the downtown. The 
Heritage Theatre Block and a local post-secondary arts institution may be a viable match. (E.g. An 
animation festival in downtown Brampton would be extremely successful. This kind of "gem" of a 
festival would tap into the vibrant animation/gaming communities in Brampton and surrounding 
area. This would be a natural plug into a Sheridan College animation program use for the Block.) 

•	 Students love when their programs are housed in heritage buildings. 
•	 400-500 seats is an ideal size for local theatres - provides a highly desirable, intimate setting. 

Patrons are willing to pay more for this intimate experience. 

•	 The Heritage Theatre Block project team should talk to concert promoters from downtown Toronto 

(for example) to gain an understanding of what would make the Heritage Theatre an attractive 

option to them for presentation and promotion of popular concerts. 

•	 Council has, at one time, decided that the Heritage Theatre would not be re-fashioned into a theatre 
again. With the building of the Rose Theatre, it had been decided that the Heritage Theatre would 

be repurposed; When Council had previously decided that the Heritage Theatre would not be a 
theatre again it was at a time when certain gaps in the arts community had not yet revealed 

themselves. It had been thought that with the new Rose Theatre being built, the Heritage would 

result in a redundancy - that two theatres would not be needed. Now, that time has passed, it is 
apparent that there is a need in the community for a smaller theatre. This is not duplication - it 

reinforces the strength and variety of the arts community in Brampton, at all levels of group size and 
status; The Heritage Theatre re-furbished as a theatre would be a complement to the Rose, rather 
than a competitor for its business. 

•	 Some feedback at the May 14 arts stakeholder focus group emphasized the need for mixed 
use/visual arts space/artist studios. How would this work, if the Heritage remained as a theatre? 

•	 The Block should be a blend of arts uses. It should not be all theatre or all visual arts studios. 

Users/tenants should blend together, share resources, and overlap in spaces and uses - much like 
the Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archives (PAMA) - a true Heritage Arts Culture Entertainment 
(HACE) facility. 

•	 The PAMA, Beaux Arts and various other prominent visual arts groups will need to have a profound 
discussion in the near future, to determine how they work together and share resources. 

•	 HACE is about bringing people into the downtown. To achieve this, multiple arts/culture amenities, 
venues, and facilities are required to make downtown Brampton a destination of this sort. This 
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adds fuel to the argument to retain the Heritage Theatre as an additional performing arts/mixed 
cultural use space in the downtown.
 

It is integral to the development of a walkable, livable downtown that the sidewalks be widened.
 

Saskatoon is an excellent example of this form of street alteration, to increase walkability.
 
Downtown Brampton has the potential to be like Oakville - one of the only historic, identifiable,
 
walkable downtowns in Ontario. It would certainly be the only one in Peel. All the "right
 
ingredients" for this currently exist in downtown Brampton, unique revitalization is just waiting to
 
happen. Do not build an 11 story building in place of/on top of the Heritage Theatre. This would
 
forever change the streetscape and ruin any chances of achieving a distinct, historic downtown feel.
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Appendix D - Board, Brampton Downtown Development Corporation (BDDC) 
Date: June 19, 2012, 9:30am-10:30am 

Location: BDDC Presentation Centre 

Key Comments 

1.	 Need to understand what minimum of "heritage" elements in the Heritage Theatre must be kept, 
and what may be considered for demolition/redevelopment. 

2.	 Issuing an EOI to the market is going to be difficult: at this point private investors will have little 

information on what the City plans to contribute in any adaptive reuse scenario and there will likely 
be hesitation to submit an Expression of Interest, for fear the bureaucracy will drag the process on 
too long (e.g. an investor's submission won't "go anywhere"). 

3.	 Education use of Block had traction with the BDDC Development Board: there was discussion 

about the positive impacts of Oshawa and Brantford examples. 

Discussion Points 

•	 There were questions surrounding the City's investment in the Block: how much capital is the City 

willing to put into the Block? Board members expressed concern that businesses could not draft 

appropriate EOI responses without knowing what the City stands to contribute 
•	 Staff informed the Board that while costs for bringing the building to code is estimated to be 

between $4-5 million. City staff did not give confirmation that this cost would be assumed by the 
City. City staff informed the Board Further that the City cannot estimate a possible capital 
contribution until potential partner scenarios are found, as a result of the EOI process. 

•	 Should it resume its post-Rose function as a theatre, the Heritage Theatre is not accessible. To 

make it accessible, it will be costly and a good deal of space will be needed. This limits the space 

inside the theatre for programming. In addition, by today's industry standards, the Heritage theatre 
is far too small to accommodate modern productions. This, coupled with the additional space lost 

to accessibility code standards; the Heritage Theatre may be non-viable as a traditional theatre 

space. 

•	 In response to the findings at the HACE Roundtable: it is felt that building an 11 story structure in 
place of the Heritage Theatre Block (for which that site is zoned) would not be contrary to the 

historic atmosphere and walk-ability of the downtown. It all depends on how the building is 
positioned and programmed. 

•	 There are several successful examples of adaptive reuse for educational/institutional purposes in 

proximal cities through the GTA/Golden Horseshoe. This may be an option for further exploration. 

•	 The EOI issuance may be a difficult process for City staff: at this point private investors have little 
information on what the City plans to contribute and there will likely be hesitation to submit an 
Expression, for fear that bureaucracy will drag the process on too long (e.g. an investor's 

submission won't "go anywhere"). 

•	 The indoor farmers market idea is a romantic one: it was noted that several well-known examples of 
this business model are not-profitable. There appear to be difficulties in ensuring vendors pay their 
rent and it is a financial struggle to keep these markets going. 
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The multiple-tenant mixed-programming approach can work, depending on the configuration and 
tenants procured. A key element in its success would be the spilling out/animation of Vivian Lane. 
Meeting participants indicated there was a need to understand what minimum of "heritage" 
elements in the Heritage Theatre must be kept, and what may be considered for 
demolition/redevelopment. There is an understanding that it is important to save heritage elements 
of a building. However the comment was made that those which are not designated "heritage" 
should be redeveloped for improved functionality and aesthetics. This related to the discussion 
surrounding issue that the Heritage Theatre itself is not attractive from the outside; and, there is a 
need to know what is inside that may be attractive/socially important 
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Appendix E - Public input via Heritage Theatre Block Project Webpage 
•	 Year-round farmers market (cited St Lawrence example) 
•	 Historic restoration of theatre 

•	 Arts use for Block 

•	 Beaux Arts should stay in the Block 

•	 Use Heritage Theatre for university/college theatre programs - can also be rented by local high 
school arts departments; Partner with Sheridan College animation department to utilize the Block 

•	 Arts - related businesses only in the Block. Do not use the Block for "just any" retail/commercial 
enterprise 

•	 Restore fagade of Heritage theatre to its "former glory". The rest of the buildings should have 
modern additions built into them or be replaced 

•	 Concert the Block into "Brampton Interactive Children's Museum" (e.g. City of London model). 

Could be sponsored by Rogers, or other such corporation. 
•	 Creative economy is the "engine to transform our downtown" 

•	 Brampton municipal theatres need another performing arts location. Rose Theatre can be too big 

and expensive for local artists, and Lester B. Pearson theatre and Cyril Clark theatre do have their 

limitations. Too many local musicians need to rely on bar/club owners to give them a place to 

perform, and most often these owners want well-known groups to play (so they can make money off 
of their performance in the bar). It is tough for groups starting out to find a good multi-purpose 
venue to use. The only other option for groups is to find space in Toronto or Mississauga - and this 
is taking the local talent out of Brampton, which is a shame. Using the Heritage Theatre as a multi 
purpose arts venue run beside the Rose Theatre will help create a "scene" that will get the attention 

of Brampton artists and artists from surrounding areas. 

•	 Tear the Block down 

•	 Historic renovation into repertory/niche cinema 

•	 Have the Heritage Theatre occupied by Chapters 

•	 Relocate Heritage Theatre elsewhere - build in its place high rise shopping mall, with advertising 
screens like Times Square in NYC 

•	 Preserve and restore Heritage Theatre - turn it into a multi-purpose entertainment venue that 
attracts youth/young professionals; a place to hear musicians and dance into the night (jazz, 
comedy, musicians, lounge, performance bar) 

•	 Artist-run centre 

•	 Sell the Heritage Theatre to Chapters, but with stipulations: must keep the stage and have 
community conscious programming (e.g. allow readings, performances, etc. to take place in the 
store) 

•	 Use the Heritage Theatre as an affordable rental space for community groups to meet, rehearse, 
perform, etc. 
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Appendix F - Heritage Theatre Block Public Open House 
Date: June 26, 2012, 7pm-9:30pm 

Location: Central Public School Auditorium 

Top Recommendations on the Adaptive Reuse Concept and Approach 

Focus on youth and the arts: live bands, concerts, live theatre, cinema 

Use Heritage Theatre as multi-purpose entertainment venue 

Balance of Block to serve as ancillary support services to entertainment venue (cafes, bistros, etc) 
Restore the Heritage Theatre - particularly the fagade 

Do not encourage grocery stores or big box commercial retail as anchor tenants 
Many grocery stores are in catchment area already 

Heritage Theatre has too much character and heritage value to be used for grocery or retail 
purposes 

Preservation of fagade to enhance historical value 
Find a community-based partner for the reuse of the Heritage Theatre and Block; A college or 
university theatre acting or technical/film/animation program would be an ideal use for the Block; 

Partner with Sheridan College arts departments (although one group member expressed concerns 
about student ghettos, satellite location being too far from main campus) 

The college would be the anchor tenant in the Block, but community arts groups could also rent the 
space (multi-use space). The Block could house overflow of business from the Rose Theatre 

College theatre facility should be flexible in format to accommodate all kinds of school and 
community arts group rental uses 

The Heritage Theatre is the "soul of Brampton" 

Professional programming could also be a component - popular events/programs (e.g. So You 
Think You Can Dance) 

Restore the fagade of the Heritage Theatre and keep the name "Heritage" but tear down the rest of 
the Block. It is not functional.; Restore Heritage Theatre to its former grandeur 
Expand underground parking from Rose Theatre to Heritage Theatre, make in place of the Block an 

atrium, hotel, and conference centre. 

Attach the hotel to the Rose Theatre 

Explore possibility of upscale, year-round food market in centre 

ERA report included with 2010 Committee of Council report stated "sites did not warrant demolition" 
- group agrees with this statement 

Feeling that current downtown demographics (many "undesirable" activities going on) mitigate any 

hope of cultural renewal. Only once these problems are gone, can culture flourish. 

That being said, Heritage Theatre should be re-used as a repertory cinema, with Sheridan College 
animation department as a community partner residing therein 

Theatre should be historically restored to its former grandeur 

Brampton Library is also another potential partner 

Heritage Theatre is a gem - a community anchor in the downtown 
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•	 Heritage Theatre should retain a special purpose - convert it back into a repertory cinema/ multi
use event facility, with special cinema festivals operating out of it (e.g. Hot Docs @ Bloor Cinema in 
Toronto, Bollywood, Canadian films, Toronto International Film Festival, Calgary Film Festival, etc) 

•	 Full historic restoration of Heritage Theatre; Give Heritage Theatre historic designation 
•	 Cinema/multi-use facility could be managed by the City of Brampton's Arts and Culture Division, as 

an extension of their services (to avoid large additional costs and duplication of services in 
community); Historic restoration - back to cinema 

•	 "Heritage Theatre is heart of Brampton" and perfect historic-meets-modern complement to PAMA 
(Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archive), opening fall 2012 

•	 Requires lots of promotional marketing to get repertory cinema program moving (comment from 
another resident: they used to play classic/niche cinema and no one came...argument between 
residents about story behind this, why this didn't work) 

•	 Historic feel and cultural use of Heritage Theatre as antidote to dearth of urban sprawl and 
development throughout most of Brampton 

•	 Community arts rental space 
•	 Repertory cinema/lectures 

•	 Not in favour of retail use, particularly big box/brand name commercial stores - there is elsewhere 
in Brampton to do that 

•	 Important that use be community based and multi-use 

•	 Cinema, dining and drinks opportunities; Second run cinema, film festivals, themed curation of films 
•	 No retail/big box stores (Chapters, etc) 

•	 Should be multi-use community arts facility, e.g., Toronto Assembly Hall - historic building and arts 
event venue run by volunteers 

•	 Opportunity to combine old and new design elements of building 

•	 Restore historic building for arts uses 

•	 Green Roots - another volunteer community organization, green roof on historic building 

•	 Re-enfranchise the youth (marketing and community engagement, must be affordable for youth to 

rent and attend arts events) 

•	 Brampton needs stronger arts presence - this could be a place for that 

•	 Historically, Heritage Theatre has been a place where people meet 

•	 Cafe, bistro opportunities -jazz music all night 
•	 Accessibility for all ages 

•	 Fresh food market 

•	 Women's centre - partner with health network, theatre and arts therapists 

•	 Art supply store 

•	 Keep the fagade not just of the Heritage Theatre but of the whole Block 
•	 Reuse a niche/classic/repertory cinema 

•	 Focus on cultural services use of Block 

•	 No retail 

Municipal art gallery - to complement regional gallery down the street 

Say "Yes" to the Creative Economy 

Concerns about trains passing by Heritage Theatre - making it too noisy for cinema or theatre uses 
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General Comments 

•	 Satellite campus for Sheridan College arts departments a great idea - connected by many forms of 
transit (ZUM bus, GO train, Light Rail Transit being implemented) 

•	 Unique specialized arts education institution 

•	 Mixed use - education and cinema 

•	 Beaux Arts is already a viable cultural business in the Block, let us remain here and expand. Visual 
arts is important too 

•	 Traffic is an impediment to people coming downtown. Focus on making downtown a pedestrian 
friendly neighbourhood 

•	 Re-opening the Heritage Theatre will help increase foot traffic for local businesses 

•	 Do not expand underground parking from Rose Theatre to Heritage Theatre. Already, people park 
underground, see a show at the Rose and immediately leave again. This does not help increase 
downtown vitality - it works against it. 

•	 Marketing and partnerships will be key to making a re-opened Heritage Theatre art facility a 
success 

•	 Have entertainment in the downtown that appeals to youth. Young people want to stay in their city 
(Brampton) but there is nothing for them to do. They frequently go to Toronto or Mississauga for 

their entertainment instead, and Brampton loses out on these dollars spent. 

•	 It is hard for young and/or independent artists to find places to perform in Brampton
 

° Rose Theatre is too expensive, paperwork for City facilities is burdensome
 
•	 Only other alternative is "sketchy bars" as performance spaces 
•	 Downtown businesses cannot afford to survive - strong desire for more anchor entertainment 

services in downtown to attract potential customers (otherwise they move their businesses 

elsewhere) 

•	 Open House attendance a 60/40 split, in terms of who lives within walking distance of downtown. 
(60% live in walking distance, 40% do not) 

As you listen to the presentations on "adaptive re-use", what stands out for you as ideas that you like? 

Restoration of the Heritage Theatre as an arts and cultural facility 

Retain Beaux Arts gallery currently in Robson Block 

Need to support artists and the arts related businesses struggling to sustain themselves in city core 

Promote public interest and increase foot traffic 

Space for local artists and students to perform - take overflow from Rose Theatre 

Create a repertory cinema that can also be adapted for local arts performances, with local 
businesses providing a snack bar. Can also be used for lectures 
Upscale grocery store (Whole Foods) 

Heritage Theatre restored and used for arts (local productions, indie arts, cinema, youth 

performances, music). Workshops to engage local youth. 

Heritage Theatre restored to former glory - reuse as multi-purpose arts hubs in downtown 
Arts presence in the Heritage Theatre Block 

Cafes and bistros - open on Sundays and after hours 
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Local piano bar for artists and students to perform at and attend 
Diversity and variety in children and family activities 
Farmers Market - focus on health 

ERA report included with 2010 Committee of Council report stated "sites did not warrant demolition" 
- group agrees with this statement 

Renovation, re-use, whatever will protect downtown environment 

Reuse as a repertory theatre for Sheridan College's animation program 
Play old movies 
Repertory cinema - very promising idea 

Restore the theatre as a cinema, as a monument to cultural heritage 
Bring in film festivals - get Brampton on the map 

Heritage Theatre is a significant landmark (full historic restoration). It should functions as a 

specialty movie house, have film festivals (Hot Docs, classic, silent, international, Canadian, 
Bollywood) and be operated as an extension of the Rose Theatre. 

Preservation and restoration of the Heritage Theatre fagade 

Private not-for-profit option 

Arts cultural support 

Retain key cultural aspects of buildings: fagade, ceiling, charming inner details. What needs to be 
changed will be dictated by the use decided upon. 

Indoor farmers market 

Satellite campus for Sheridan College 
Preserving Heritage Theatre 

Educational facility for college theatre programs, with rental space for community theatre groups on 
off hours 

Educational/cultural use 

Keep the fagade, but redevelop rest of buildings to be in better condition (but keeping the same 
scale of size they have now) 

Community partner entertainment venue 

Youth -jazz - indie 

Venue for local artists 

Place for local films and animations to be shown 

Keep original fagade and tin ceiling 

Continue to use as a theatre 

Community theatre groups (Rose Theatre is too expensive for many groups to rent) 
Cinema use one night a week - use rest of time for other community groups 
Choirs, dance groups 

Dinner Theatre 

Restore and retain historic aspects of Heritage Theatre 

Formally designate the Heritage Theatre as a heritage site 
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As you listen to the presentations on "adaptive re-use", what stands out for you as ideas you do not like? 

•	 Private "anchor tenants" that may conflict with concepts of Bramptonian history and desired 
arts/culture uses for Block. These tenants may have corporate agenda, that could override the 
voice of the local public 

•	 The concept of "affordability" for an arts cooperative organization such as Artscape may differ from 
what is considered affordable to artists in Brampton (different city contexts, Toronto and Brampton, 
with differing scale of what people may be able to/may be willing to pay for studio space 

•	 Do not like education institution use. Satellite campus in downtown Brampton would be too far from 
main campus 

•	 Big, commercial anchor tenants. Bringing in big names like Chapters cheapens and detracts from 
historic charm and unique atmosphere; Do not like big box retail uses (e.g. Chapters) for the Block 

•	 Block must not be adaptively reused for a retail purpose, especially not big commercial retail chains 
•	 Private anchor tenants. Block should not be used for retail business. People will not be allowed 

into the Block to enjoy it, unless they are paying to sit there. This is not desirable. 

•	 Afraid educational uses may lead to student ghettos 

•	 Block must not be torn down. Keep all of it, not just the fagade 
•	 Do not like idea of moving forward with adaptive reuse plan without knowing plan for addressing 

congestion and traffic in downtown core 

•	 Do not tear down the Block, and definitely do not make it into a Chapters or Loblaws. Only turn the 
Block into one of these chains as a very last resort/alternative to tearing it down. 

What additional ideas do you have that were not presented? 

•	 Municipal and private support for collaborative arts/culture events such as themed festivals: film 

festivals (e.g. Hot Docs, Bollywood, etc); collaborative music and visual arts events; expanding the 

Art of Jazz festival; theatre could be used for Ragtime music performances with silent film specials. 
These events could provide cultural incubators for planning, administration, marketing students, 
coops, and emerging artists from many venues. Close traffic for festivals so public can congregate. 

•	 Use Heritage Theatre for dinner theatre; balcony can be used as 19+ lounge for adults to watch the 
performances 

•	 Use adjoining buildings in Block for complementary uses to Heritage Theatre 

•	 Look at the little theatre in Rochester, New York for ideas 

•	 Organic food market 

•	 Women's centre: self-defense classes, support for women of all ages and economic backgrounds 

•	 Cinema to play old movies, classics 

•	 Partner with Sheridan or Humber College; make Heritage Theatre a training ground for their theatre 

acting and technical programs, with capacity to accommodate community rentals as well; Public 
arts facility, affiliated with Sheridan College arts programs, retaining heritage atmosphere and 

preserving historic building elements 

•	 Keep Beaux Arts as a complementary use to the Heritage Theatre as an arts facility 
•	 Public arts facility aimed at youth 

•	 Downtown grocery store is very much needed 
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Consultation Outcomes: Heritage Theatre Block Adaptive Reuse Proposal 

X2.-2-3M 

•	 Centre for celebrating Canadian cinema 

•	 Arts incubators all throughout Block. Accessible by bike - lots of bike trails in to downtown with 
bike racks for parking and locking 

•	 Make Brampton a more "livable city": public arts facility and entertainment venue, with supporting 
uses in adjoining buildings in Block. Keep heritage feel of buildings, expand lobby to be more 
programmable and include larger menu of food and beverages for entertainment venue 

•	 Convert to historically re-created repertory cinema. Join film festival circuits; bring in guest 
speakers on films (director, professors, etc). Remaining buildings should be supporting cultural 
uses: cafes, galleries, book shop, trendy shops, Whole Foods style of grocer, etc. 

Feedback obtained from tabletop brainstorming sheets 

Focus on use by youth; Youth hang-out: tutoring, life skills (e.g. finances 101) 
Community space for clubs to meet 

Hotel attached underground and via above ground atrium to Rose Theatre 

Mixed use entertainment, theatre, cinema, conference, weddings, etc., Adjoining buildings to have 

food market, or cafe/bistro 

Expand Heritage Theatre lobby - more space for events 
Hopefully Heritage Theatre will be public or non-profit facility 

Must have constant draw/programming - consistent use 

Open to all members of the community 
Socially conscious art community centre 

Concerned: if buildings between Heritage Theatre and Robson Block are demolished, will Heritage 
and Robson be damaged during this process? 

Parking downtown should be free. It is a hindrance, keeping people out of downtown. Are the 

revenues really enough, for the "demise" of downtown it may be causing? 

Independent arts programming - push the boundaries 

Partner with college arts program - use Block for acting and theatre technical programs 
Keep fagade; restore buildings to original grandeur 
Community use mixed with professional opportunities 

Tickets to shows and rental of space must be affordable 

Use Beaux Arts as a complement to the Heritage Theatre as arts facility 

Heritage Theatre is the "soul, the pulse" of Brampton 
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